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This paper describes generic patterns for the extensions between simple modules
of a finite Chevalley group. A one-to-one correspondence between these exten-
sions and the extensions between certain simple modules of the ambient algebraic
group are established. It is shown that an extension appears in a principal series
representation of the finite Chevalley group if and only if the corresponding
extension for the algebraic group appears in a Weyl module. Q 1999 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
Let G be a connected simply connected semisimple algebraic group over
an algebraically closed field K of characteristic p ) 0. G is to be defined
 .and split over the fields with p elements. Let G n denote the finite
Chevalley group consisting of the points of G over the field with pn
elements.
w xThis paper is a continuation of the work in 8 . It is shown that the
 .representation theory of the finite Chevalley group G n is very similar to
that of the ambient algebraic group, provided that the n-restricted highest
weights of the representations are located deep inside an alcove. This
w x``generic behavior'' was first observed by Jantzen in 5, 6 . He showed that
there exists a one-to-one correspondence between the G-composition
factors of certain Weyl modules and the composition factors of a principal
 .  .series representations of G n over K, denoted by M l , for weights ln
with sufficient distance from any alcove wall. We show here that the same
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correspondence can be used to describe the extensions between two simple
 . w xG n -modules. Our methods are based on 1 .
Furthermore, this correspondence together with the results and methods
w x  .of 8 are used to describe the second radical layer of the generic M l .n
w xUnlike the results in 8 , this description is valid for all n ) 0 and it is
independent of the Lusztig conjecture.
Jantzen's correspondence can also be used to obtain an order on the
highest weights of the composition factors of the principal series represen-
w xtations. Using this order we give a criteria similar to that in 2, 3.10 for an
extension between two simple modules to appear inside the principal
series representation, at least for generic weights.
NOTATION
 .Let X T denote the character group of a maximal torus T of G. R is
 . qthe root system corresponding to the pair G, T , R is the set of positive
roots. We assume that the Borel subgroup B contains the negative roots
while the opposite Borel is denoted by Bq. The corresponding finite
 .  .  . q .  .qsubgroups of G n are denoted by T n , B n , and B n . Let X T
denote the set of dominant weights.
 .  .The Weyl group W s N T rT acts on X T in a natural way. By the
 .  .``dot'' action of W on X T we denote w ? l s w l q r y r, where r is
the half sum of the positive roots. W denotes the affine Weyl groupp
generated by the elements of W and the translations by elements in pR,
Äwhile the generators of the affine group W also contain the translationsp
 .by elements in pX T .
The root a is the longest of the short roots and w is the longest0 0
element of the Weyl group. We define the n-restricted weights to be the
 .   .q <  k: n 4set X T s l g X T l, a - p for all simple a . The lowestn
n   .q <  k: np -alcove is denoted by C s l g X T l q r, a - p for all posi-n
4tive a .
 .q  .For each l g X T , L l denotes the simple G-module of highest
 . 0 .weight l, V l denotes the Weyl module, and H l denotes the induced
module. Let G T denote the pullback of the torus T via the nth Frobeniusn
 .morphism. L l is the simple G T-module with highest weight l andn n
 .Q l is its injective hull.n
 .The simple KG n -modules are the restrictions of the simple G-modules
 .  .  .  .L l with l g X T . U l denotes the injective hull of L l as an n
 .KG n -module.
l Äw x  .  <Following 5, 4.2 we define for l g X T the set D s u g W u ? ln n p
 .4  .g X T . Here l is not necessarily in the lowest alcove. Because then
characteristic of the underlying field K has to be rather large it follows
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w xfrom 4, Lemma 5 that for regular n-restricted weights l the highest
 n .weight of any G-composition factor of a Weyl module V l q p g can be
n l q .written uniquely as u ? l q p m with u g D and m g X T .n
1. BACKGROUND
 .For any weight l g X T we define the principal series representations
 .of G n over K as follows. Thus,
M l s indGn.q l s KG n m q l, .  .n B n. K B n.
and
M X l s indGn.l s KG n m l. .  .n Bn. K Bn.
We are using the notation l for both the weight as well as for the
 .  q ..one-dimensional representation of B n or B n whose character on
 .  .T n is just the restriction of the weight l to T n . We have the following
dualities,
M l * s M yl and M X l * s M X yl . .  .  .  .n n n n
Furthermore we have
M X l s M w l . .  .n n 0
 .In order to observe a generic behavior for the simple extensions of G n
we have to study modules whose n-restricted highest weights are located
deep inside an alcove.
DEFINITION 1.1. Let k be a positive integer.
 .  k:1. We say a weight l g X T is k-deep if k F l q r, a F p y k
mod p for all positive roots a .
 .2. We say a G- or G T- module is k-deep if the highest weights ofn
all its composition factors are k-deep.
 .3. We say a G n -module is k-deep if the n-restricted highest
weights of all its simple composition factors are k-deep.
The following is a generalization of Jantzen's result on the reduction
w xmodulo p of the Deligne]Lusztig characters 5 . Here we are only inter-
 .ested in the principal series representations of G n . The theorem de-
 .  .scribes how to obtain the G n -composition factors of the module M ln
from the G-factors of a generic Weyl module. Later in the paper we will
use the same correspondence to describe the generic simple extensions for
 .G n .
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 .  .  .  .THEOREM 1.2 Jantzen . Let l g X T such that M l is 2 h y 1 -n n
 .deep and let m g C be 2 h y 1 -deep then1
n n nCM l s V l q p m : L u ? l q p m q p n .  .  . n G
l  .ngX TugDn
= CL u ? l q n . . .
w xHere C denotes the Brauer character 5, 2.7 .
2. GENERIC EXTENSIONS
Throughout the rest of the paper we will assume the following condi-
tions.
 .  .  .I l g X T is 3 h y 1 -deep.n
 .  .II For any pair of G T composition factors of Q l with distinctn n
n n  . highest weights u ? l q p n and ¨ ? l q p g we have u ? l q n / ¨ ? l
.q g .
 . w xCondition II is similar to Humphreys' condition D in 3 . As pointed out
in the same paper the condition will hold for ``most'' l when p is large.
 .  .  .LEMMA 2.1. Suppose l g X T satisfies conditions I and II . Thenn
there is a one-to-one correspondence between the simple G T extensions ofn
 .  .  .L l and the simple G n extensions of L l . The correspondence sendsn
Ext1 L u ? l q pnn , L l to Ext1 L u ? l q n , L l . .  .  .  . . . .G T n n Gn.n
 .  .  . w x  .  .Proof. Condition I implies A through C of 3 . Thus U l s Q ln n
 w x.  .  .see also 8, 2.4 and one obtains the G n -composition factors of U ln
 .  . from the G T -composition factors of Q l by simply replacing a L u ?n n n
n .  .  l q p m by L u ? l q m . Moreover, because p is large at least ) 6 h y
..  . w x1 the G- and G T-socle series of Q l coincide. It follows from 8, 3.1 ,n n
w x  .which is based on 1, 2.2 , that the G n -socle series also coincides.
 n .Therefore a G-composition factor L u ? l q p g in a certain layer of the
socle series yields a direct sum of G T-composition factors of the formn
 n .  .L u ? l q p m , each appearing with multiplicity dim L g , in the samen m
 . nlayer. Because l has distance 3 h y 1 from any alcove wall and p g is
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n  .p -bounded one obtains a direct sum of G n -composition factors of the
 .  .form L u ? l q m , again appearing with multiplicity dim L g . Using them
 . W-invariance of L g we assign to each G T-composition factor L u ? ln n
n .  .   ..q p m the G n -composition factor L u ? l q m . This correspondence
respects the socle series. Comparing the second socle layers of the injec-
 .  .tives U l and Q l yields the assertion.n n
 .  .  .LEMMA 2.2. Suppose l g X T satisfies conditions I and II and m isn
 .2 h y 1 -deep. Then there exists a one-to-one correspondence between the
 n .simple G extensions with highest weight in C of L l q p m and the simplenq1
 .  .G n extensions of L l . The correspondence sends
Ext1 L u ? l q pnm q pnn , L l q pnm .  . .G
to Ext1 L u ? l q n , L l . .  . . .Gn.
Proof. Let
0 ª L l q pnm ª E ª L u ? l q pnm q pnn ª 0 .  .
w xbe a nontrivial extension. It follows from the argument in 1, Proof of 2.2
 .  n .that any G-map from the socle of E into Q l m L p m can be extendedn
to all of E. Moreover, the condition on m assures that all composition
 . n  . nfactors of the G T-module Q l m p m are of the form L u ? l m p gn n n
w x 0 2  . n .with g g C . Following 7, 2.3 one obtains H soc Q l m p m s1 G T nn2 0  . n . 2  .  n .soc H Q l m p m s soc Q l m L p m . There exist a one-to-oneG n G n
correspondence between the simple factors of the second G T-socle layern
 . n  .  n .of Q l m p m and the second G-socle layer of Q l m L p m sendingn n
 . n  n .L u ? l m p g to L u ? l q p g . The assertion follows from Lemma 2.1.n
3. PRINCIPAL SERIES
The methods of proof for the following theorem are identical to those in
w x8, Theorem 4.1 . However, our result here is valid for the groups of type
 .  .G n not just G 1 . Our result is also independent of the Lusztig conjec-
ture.
 .THEOREM 3.1. Let l, l g X T and l g C satisfy the following:0 n 1 1
 .1 l s l q l .0 1
 .2 l and l are contained in the same alco¨e.0
 .  .  .3 l satisfies condition I and II .
 .  .4 l is 2 h y 1 -deep.1
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 .Then there exists a one-to-one correspondence between the second G n -radi-
 .  .cal layer of the G n module M l and the second G-radical layer of then
 n .Weyl module V l q p l . The correspondence sends0 1
L u ? l q pnl q pnn to L u ? l q n . . . .0 1
Proof. We set l q n s m. Because the Weyl module has simple head1
we have
dim Hom rad V l q pnl , L u ? l q pnm .  . .G G 0 1 0
V l q pnl .0 1ns dim Hom L u ? l q p m , . .G 0 2 n /rad V l q p l .0 1
n 2 n .  .We denote V l q p l rrad V l q p l by V and we denote0 1 G 0 1
2 .  .  .  .M l rrad M l by M. M l is isomorphic to the G n -modulen Gn. n n
w xgenerated by a highest G-weight vector inside the Weyl module 8, 1.6 .
Thus we obtain a map j: M ª V. The image of j can be characterized as
 .the G n -module generated by a highest G-weight vector inside V.
w xWe follow the argument of the proof of 8, 4.1 and look at the sequence
of maps. Hence,
n
6 6 6
M V Q u ? l m L p m Q u ? l m L m .  .  .  .n 0 n 0t6j f 6
6
i c .e
nL u ? l q p m .0 Q u ? l q m . .n 0
Here i, e, f are G-module maps, where f can be chosen such that the
w x  .triangle commutes 1, Proof of Lemma 2.2 . t is the obvious G n -module
isomorphism and c is the G-map defined as the projection onto the
summand consisting of all submodules with highest weights in the l q0
.  .m -linkage class. Condition I forces l q m to be in the same alcove as l0
and l and the translation principle says that this summand is isomorphic0
  ..  . w xto Q u ? l q m . Moreover, l q m is h y 1 -deep 8, 4.2 . Thereforen 0 0
  ..  . w xQ u ? l q m has simple G n -socle 9, 6.1 .n 0
n  .  ..Now rad V s soc V maps onto soc Q u ? l m L p m which equalsG G G n 0
 .  n .  .soc Q u ? l m L p m . The latter is mapped by t onto soc Q u ? lG n 0 G n 0
 .   ..m L m , which in turn is mapped by c onto soc Q u ? l q m .G n 0
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Thus the following sequence of maps is well defined. We have
M V
n6 .  .  .( L l ( L l m L p l0 1·rad M rad VGn. G
6
f
Q u ? l .n 0 n n n .  .soc m L p m ( [ L w ? l m L p n m L p m .  .G i 0 iisoc Q u ? l .G n 0
6
t
Q u ? l .n 0 n .  .soc m L m ( [ L w ? l m L p n m L m .  .G i 0 iisoc Q u ? l .G n 0
6
c
Q u ? l q m . .n 0 nsoc ( [ L w ? l q m m L p n .  . .G i 0 iisoc Q u ? l q m . .G n 0
We pick one summand with w s id such that the map f followed by thei
projection onto the summand is nonzero and we denote f followed by the
Äprojection by f. We obtain the following sequence of maps,
M
 .( L l q l0 1rad MGn.
6
j
V
n n n6 .  .  .  .  .( L l m L p l L l m L p n m L p m0 1 0 iÄfrad VG
6
.
t
n .  .  .L l m L p n m L m0 i
6
c
n .  .L l q m m L p n0 i
w x   .  ..Now 8, Lemma 4.3 which can be generalized from G 1 to G n assures
that the composition of maps in the previous diagram is nonzero. Thus we
 . 2  .   .. obtain a nonzero map from M l rrad M l to Q u ? l q m . Q u ?n n n n
 ..  .   ..  .l q m has simple G n -socle isomorphic to L u ? l q m and M ln
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 .  .has simple head isomorphic to L l . Condition II says that l and
 .  .u ? l q m are distinct. Thus one obtains a map from rad M l onton
  ..L u ? l q m .
Our construction yields a K-linear map,
nx : Hom L u ? l q p m , V ª Hom rad M l , L u ? l q m , .  . . .  . .G 0 Gn. n
<by sending i to c (t (f ( j(p , where p is the natural projectionrad MGn.
 .from M l onto M. The construction also shows that x has trivial kernel.n
Thus,
V l q pnl .0 1ndim Hom L u ? l q p m , .G 0 2 n /rad V l q p l .0 1
s dim Hom rad V l q pnl , L u ? l q pnm .  . .G G 0 1 0
F dim Hom rad M l , L u ? l q m . .  . . .Gn. n
On the other hand, if u ? l q pnm ) l then Jantzen's correspondence0
w  .   ..x nimplies that M l : L u ? l q m s 0. If u ? l q p m s l it followsn Gn. 0
w xfrom 2, 3.10 that
dim Hom rad V l q pnl , L u ? l q pnm .  . .G 0 1 0
s dim Ext1 L l q pnl , L u ? l q pnm .  . .G 0 1 0
s dim Ext1 L l q pnl , .G 1
L u ? l q pnl q pn m y l by translation .  . . .1 1
s dim Ext1 L l , L u ? l q m y l dual of Lemma 2.2 .  .  . . .Gn. 1
s dim Ext1 L l , L u ? l q m .  . . .Gn. 0
G dim Hom rad M l , L u ? l q m . .  . . .G n 0
Thus we obtain the desired equality.
One should point out that appropriate weights l and l satisfying the0 1
assumptions of the theorem can certainly be found for any n-restricted
  .  .24weight l that is max 4 h y 1 , h y 1 -deep. However, it is expected that
the theorem should hold for considerably smaller bounds.
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w xWe obtain immediately the following corollary similar to 2, 3.10 :
COROLLARY 3.2. Let l satisfy the conditions of Theorem 3.1. Using
Jantzen's correspondence, one obtains:
If u ? l q pnn s l then
dim Ext1 L l , L u ? l q n .  . . .Gn.
s dim Hom rad M l , L u ? l q n , .  . . .Gn. n
and
dim Ext1 L u ? l q n , L l .  . . .Gn.
M X l .ns dim Hom L u ? l q n , . . . XGn.  /soc M l .Gn. n
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